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Brian Sogorka, the ITRC State Point of Contact in New Jersey and a member of the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection, wrote the following review and highlights of success
that have come from partnering activities among representatives of the New Jersey Military
Component installations, Department of Defense (DOD), EPA Region 2 and the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection.

Partnering with DOD for Environmental Technology
Deployment in the New Jersey Military Complex
by Brian J. Sogorka, New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
The New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) has been hosting quarterly
meetings with representatives of the New Jersey Military Component installations and the
Department of Defense (DOD) and EPA Region 2 since April 1997. These meetings provide a
roundtable for DOD to discuss environmental concerns, potential and developing issues, and
challenges that directly affect DOD installations, and a forum for NJDEP staff to seek input from
the installation representatives on new initiatives, projects and technologies.
The meetings are co-chaired by Ms. Marybeth Brenner, Director of Constituent Relations and
Customer Service, and Mr. Thomas Sims, DOD and Air Force Regional Environmental
Coordinator (REC) for EPA Region 2. The Air Force Regional Environmental Office, Eastern
Region, is the designated lead DOD agency in Region 2 and Mr. Sims is the Regional Director.
Meeting participants include NJDEP staff and managers as applicable to specific agenda topics,
the EPA Region 2 Federal Facilities Coordinator; DOD and Component RECs of the Air Force,
Army, Navy, and Defense Logistics Agency, and representatives from individual DOD
installations, National Guard and reserve bases in New Jersey. Major DOD installations in New
Jersey include McGuire AFB, Fort Dix, Fort Monmouth, Picatinny Arsenal, Naval Air
Engineering Station - Lakehurst, and Naval Weapons Station - Earle.
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A typical meeting begins with updates from the DOD RECs, followed by NJDEP and EPA
regulatory updates on topics that may be of interest to DOD, including previews of upcoming
regulations and initiatives. Installation representatives then provide updates on technical and
regulatory issues and activities pertinent to their facilities. These briefings allow for sharing of
information, ideas, and innovative solutions across the military complex in New Jersey. These
meetings have included discussion of such wide-ranging topics as the New Jersey Smart Growth
Mapping Initiative and other land use initiatives with potential impacts on the bases; GIS and
electronic data mapping and reporting, the state’s new stormwater management proposed
regulations, air permitting issues and even administrative topics such as payment of fees and
billing. A Base Commander's meeting has been held annually during the past two years,
providing an opportunity for installation representatives to present particular success stories as
well as issues, concerns and ideas directly to the Commissioner. These meetings often set the
stage for upcoming work group meeting agendas.
One of the many positive outcomes of these quarterly meetings has been the deployment of
several innovative environmental technologies throughout the New Jersey military complex. The
Interstate Technology and Regulatory Council (ITRC) Point of Contact for New Jersey, currently
Brian Sogorka, regularly provides technology briefings at these meetings to familiarize base
representatives with the ITRC and its mission to reduce regulatory barriers to innovative
technology deployment. The success stories below illustrate how the ITRC plays a key role in
educating both regulators and military personnel about new tools for environmental challenges,
and providing an effective network for getting things done. For more information about ITRC
see www.itrcweb.org.
Diffusion sampler technology was used at Lakehurst Naval Air
Engineering Station and at Fort Monmouth as a result of ITRC guidance and
networking. This technology provides for vertical profiling of contaminants
and has reduced the time required to secure samples by 50 per cent or more.
The Triad approach was used at McGuire Air Force Base for rapid
characterization of a tetrachloroethylene (PCE) plume and potential source
area at the C-17 Aircraft Hangar. McGuire personnel believed, based on past Using diffusion samplers
experience, that it would take at least a year to get a work plan developed
and approved, and likely an additional year to accomplish an
assessment and develop a remedial plan. This would delay a
project essential to the McGuire AFB mission. As a result of
ITRC networking, John Pohl, McGuire Restoration Program
Manager, was ready to put Triad methodology to work and
accomplished the work in only a few months. McGuire Air
Force Base is looking at a cost savings of $1.34 million for the
project and projects a cost savings of over $37 million in the
McGuire Installation Restoration Program alone by utilizing this
Triad for real-time measurements
approach.
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ITRC documents on soil washing and phytoremediation were
instrumental in the deployment of these technologies at a firing
range on Fort Dix. Through an Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with the US Army Tank-automotive and Armaments
Command, Armament Research, Development and Engineering
Center at Picatinny Arsenal, these technologies will be deployed
at military bases in New Jersey and throughout the United
States, and ITRC will be an integral component of this effort.

Soil washing at Fort Dix, NJ

Active remediation at Fort Dix using in situ chemical oxidation
is being planned in lieu of a pump and treat or other traditional
solution to leaking Underground Storage Tanks at a former taxi
stand. The tanks have been releasing gasoline, fuel oil and
perhaps heating oil following use in World War II. The use of in
situ chemical oxidation at the site will result in lower cost and a
shorter implementation period than traditional solutions, thanks
In situ chemical oxidation at work
in part to ITRC training and guidance. Implementation of in situ
chemical oxidation will likely reduce cleanup duration by
several years, during which time the site may become available for other uses, increasing the
value of the land and reducing the environmental hazards that currently
exist at the site.
An arsenic phytoremediation project using brake ferns is underway at
Picatinny Arsenal, in cooperation with NJDEP and the ITRC. If
successful, this process will have widespread applicability for treatment
of this ubiquitous contaminant.
Brake ferns at work

Summary - These quarterly meetings have helped to build relationships
and trust not only between the Military Components, DOD and the regulatory agencies, but also
among the New Jersey installation representatives as well, and will continue to provide a fertile
environment for problem-solving and innovative thinking that has far-reaching value. For more
information, contact Marybeth Brenner, 609-292-2885, marybeth.brenner@dep.state.nj.us;
Thomas Sims, 404-562-4200, thomas.sims@brooks.af.mil; or Brian Sogorka, 609-633-1344,
brian.sogorka@dep.state.nj.us.
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What is ITRC about? ITRC is a state-led coalition working together with industry and stakeholders to achieve
regulatory acceptance of environmental technologies. ITRC consists of 41 states, the District of Columbia, multiple
federal partners, industry participants, and other stakeholders, cooperating to break down barriers and reduce
compliance costs, making it easier to use new technologies, and helping states maximize resources. ITRC brings
together a diverse mix of environmental experts and stakeholders from both the public and private sectors to broaden
and deepen technical knowledge and streamline the regulation of new environmental technologies. ITRC
accomplishes its mission in two ways: it develops guidance documents and training courses to meet the needs of
both regulators and environmental consultants, and it works with state representatives to ensure that ITRC products
and services have maximum impact among state environmental agencies and technology users.
When would I Benefit from ITRC?
ITRC is all about environmental cleanup—getting the right technology or strategy applied to the situation at hand.
Many times that “right technology” is a new technique, approach, or device that leads to faster, better, more costeffective cleanup strategies. Often finding and implementing the “right” technology or strategy requires innovation
on the part of the site manager and industry consultant. Approving the “right” technology may require state
environmental offices to change their decision-making process. ITRC teams, documents, and training courses not
only provide information but also foster interaction within the environmental community. You would benefit from
ITRC whenever you wish to explore better methods of site characterization and remediation because ITRC resources
will lead to more efficient decision-making with an increased level of confidence and trust. …
How is ITRC useful to the environmental community?
So what is being accomplished through ITRC involvement? How do we measure success within the framework of
environmental cleanup? Protection of human health and protection of the environment are two of ITRC’s critical
goals. Our accomplishments and success include:
 Assistance to the community
 Acceleration of cleanup—Cutting approval time
 Decreasing the cost of cleanup—Slashing remediation costs
 Knowledge transfer to facilitate cleanup—Finding better solutions and transferring technologies
 Building expertise industry- and nationwide
 Paving the way for new technologies
 Long-term management of cleanup sites
 Institutional innovation—Breaking down regulatory barriers
Measures of ITRC success include the extent to which guidance documents are used in deploying specific
technologies at specific sites (product use), the degree to which ITRC helps create acceptance of innovative
technologies as regular practice rather than as an extraordinary occurrence (institutional change), and the
effectiveness of the synergy created in the environmental community as ITRC teams collectively address cleanup
issues from various perspectives.
Why Should I use ITRC resources?
As described by the examples in this document, ITRC saves time and money and result in better environmental
protection. Working to bring together regulators, project managers, environmental consultants and state
representatives, ITRC is a catalyst, providing a network of experts and industry leaders to think creatively about
cleanup issues and how best to solve them. A complete list of ITRC documents and training opportunities is
available on www.itrcweb.org!
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